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Focus of Session In today's session we focused on the history of the

Bodleian Library and its importance in British culture.

During this lesson we explored the plot and key

themes of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.

During this session, we explored the themes in Jane

Austen's novel Emma.

During this session, we continued with the study of

Jane Austen's novel Emma. We analysed the

characters as well as the key themes in the novel.

During this session, we continued with our study of

Jane Austen's novel Emma.

Key achievements from session: Mikiko is a very confident and competent speaker in

English and is extremely enthusiastic. She enjoys

discussing a variety of topics and is able to relate the

information she reads in texts to things she has

experienced and seen in real life as well as places she

has visited.

Mikiko has a very solid understanding of the play's

plot and was able to comment on the key themes and

give her personal opinions.

Mikiko wrote an excellent summary of Shakespeare's

Romeo and Juliet in her own words. She has a

thorough understanding of the plot and was able to

comment effectively on the key themes in the play,

giving her personal opinions clearly and supporting

these with justifications. In addition, Mikiko coped

very well with Jane Austen's prose.

Mikiko has a very good understanding of the time

period in which the novel is set and copes very well

with the unfamiliar, archaic and challenging

vocabulary. In particular she understands the

challenges and limitations faced by women at the time,

which is one of the author's main concerns in the novel

as well as in her wider work. Her summary of the first

chapter was excellent. Mikiko is a very perceptive and

sensitive reader and is able to analyse the characters

and the situations described competently and

confidently in English. Very well done!

Mikiko has an excellent understanding of the novel's

plot as well as the key themes addressed by the

author. Very well done!

Key things to work on: Mikiko already keeps a glossary of new terms and she

should continue to do this and try to learn new

vocabulary.

Mikiko should read as much as possible in English in

order to increase her confidence and her accuracy.

She should continue to keep a glossary of new terms

and try to learn them.

Mikiko should continue to keep a glossary of new

terms. She should bear in mind that some of the

terminology in the texts we study in the sessions is

not really used in contemporary English speech or

writing, but it is still useful for Mikiko to be aware of it.

When analysing texts from the past, such as

Shakespeare's works or Jane Austen's novels, Mikiko

should be aware that some of the vocabulary is dated

and she is not likely to encounter it in contemporary

texts or spoken language. While it is good for Mikiko to

be aware of old-fashioned expressions, she should

make a note in her glossary that the terms are less

frequently used by native English speakers now. She

should continue to keep a glossary of new words and

try to learn them.

Mikiko should continue to look up unfamiliar words in

a dictionary and keep a glossary of new terms and try

to learn them.

Further reading/work suggested: For homework, Mikiko should describe her first

impressions of Oxford.

For homework, Mikiko should write a summary of

Romeo and Juliet in her own words along with her

opinions of the play and the key themes highlighted

by Shakespeare. If she has time, she could

investigate the influences that may have prompted

Shakespeare to write the play and research his life

and times.

For our next session, Mikiko should finish chapter 1

of the novel and write a summary in her own words.

She should remember to comment on the key

themes in the text and give her personal opinion on

the text - the style, the way the author approaches

the themes, the characters.

For homework, Mikiko will finish reading Chapter III of

the novel and will write a summary in her own words of

the key themes and events. If she has time, she

should also write a character analysis of the main

characters in the text and include her personal opinion

of the novel (what she has read so far).

I hope Mikiko will finish the novel when she has time

and that she may also be inspired to read other

novels by the author.

Plan for next session: Next lesson, we will study Shakespeare's Romeo and

Juliet as his First Folio is one of the treasures of the

Bodleian Library.

During our next session, we will continue to explore

the life and times of William Shakespeare in order to

gain a better understanding of his influence on

English-language literature.

Next session, we will continue to explore Jane

Austen's novel as well as some of her other works.

During our next session, we will continue with our

study of the novel as well as Jane Austen's other

works.

This was our last session.

Progress of Mentee (Overview): On track On track On track On track On track

Progress of Mentee (Written): Mikiko's written work is excellent - it is highly accurate

and with a very wide range of vocabulary and tenses.

Very well done and keep up the excellent work!

Mikiko's written work is highly accurate and contains

a very wide range of vocabulary. Very well done and

keep up the excellent work!

Mikiko's written work is of a very high standard, and I

am sure that it will improve the more she reads

English texts. Very well done, Mikiko, and keep up

the excellent effort!

Mikiko's written work is highly accurate and I can see

that she challenges herself to use new words she

learns during our sessions in her homework as much

as she can. She should continue to read as widely as

possible in English in order to improve her accuracy

and her range of vocabulary. Very well done Mikiko

and keep up the excellent work!

Mikiko's written work is highly accurate with a good

range of tenses and relevant vocabulary. I would

encourage Mikiko to read as widely as possible in

English to increase her accuracy and her confidence.

I have really enjoyed teaching Mikiko and I wish her

much success in her studies! She should be very

proud of her achievements.


